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Abstract

Even though Western scholars view Cambodia-China relations regarding the
South China Sea dispute negatively, Cambodian perceptions are relatively more
supportive. This divergence of views in academia raises the question of how the
Cambodian public generally perceives Cambodia’s current relations with China.
Given that most Cambodian academics are positive concerning this topic, it is
assumed that the Cambodian public would be supportive of the current relations.
Therefore, this study aims to prove this perception by studying the attitudes of
students in The University of Cambodia, specifically on how they perceive
Cambodia’s current relations with China in the context of the South China Sea
dispute. Using a quantitative approach, questionnaires were employed to measure
the students’ perceptions towards five dimensions of the Cambodia-China
relations. These include economy, trade, conflict management, geopolitics,
foreign policy, and benefits for Cambodia. Data was collected and analyzed from
11 classes and 292 participants. The analysis involved steps such as data cleaning,
determining the reliability of responses, and descriptive statistical analysis. The
results from the analysis confirms the view that Cambodians are generally
supportive of Cambodia’s current relations, and do not view Cambodia’s actions
as contradicting or harming ASEAN. However, they have expressed reservations
on China’s contributions to democracy, and are wary of Cambodia’s aid
dependency. On the other hand, the perceptions observed reflect the need for a
balanced and pragmatic approach to foreign policy. Furthermore, Cambodians
believe that all relations require mutual reciprocity between Cambodia and all
nations.
Keywords: Cambodia-China relations; South China Sea conflict; Cambodia’s foreign
policy
I. Introduction
Cambodia’s diplomatic relations with China can be traced back to the Angkor period when
Chinese diplomat Zhou Daguan visited and recorded his stay in Cambodia (Long, 2009);
however, modern diplomatic relations are seen by various experts to have started during the
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1950s by Prince Sihanouk and gained new momentum during 1997 (see Radio Free Asia
(RFA), 2016; Thayer, 2013; Chheang, 2009). The year 1997 was also the turning point in
Cambodia’s relations with China, and since then Cambodia has received immense support
from the latter (RFA, 2016; Thayer, 2013; Chheang, 2009;). However, this relationship with
China has come under scrutiny by various experts in light of the South China Sea dispute.
One important event that led to such attention was an ASEAN meeting chaired by Cambodia
that failed to produce a joint communiqué for the first time in the ASEAN summit’s history
(Phoak, 2014; RFA, 2016). This outcome has led some experts (Ciorciari, 2013; Thayer,
2013) to believe that Cambodia is heavily influenced by China, and that this relationship is
harmful for both Cambodia and ASEAN.
Concerns about China’s relations with Cambodia have been reported by other experts who
state that Cambodia has become China’s proxy, and that Chinese investments spark unrest
(Sok, 2014). However, Cambodian experts believe the relations with China were borne out of
necessity (Long, 2009; Chheang, 2009). According to Chheang (2009), China’s aid was
unconditional, making it more favorable than Western aid. China’s diplomacy was also
considered as a polite diplomacy, borne out of necessity, and not a result of Cambodia’s
geopolitical calculations (Long, 2009). Phoak (2014) also noted that China’s aid definitely
helps the government but has not won the confidence of the Cambodian people, nor does it
promote democracy, human rights, and other governance issues. He pointed out how China
could help gain more trust from the Cambodian people.
Concerning how Cambodia’s relations with China affects ASEAN, Sutter (2013) stated that
China used Cambodia to prevent the South China Sea dispute from being discussed in
ASEAN and exploited ASEAN’s division. Former ASEAN Secretary General Ong Keng
Yong also perceived Cambodia as China’s client state, and stated that Cambodia will continue
to stay in ASEAN because China wants it to (as cited in Wai, 2016). However, Ciorciari
(2013) and Thayer (2013) see that Cambodia may act like China’s client but it is not
powerless. Both believed Cambodia could use its geographic location at the heart of Southeast
Asia to leverage against China. However, another analyst Mertha was reported as saying that
Prime Minister Hun Sen is smart and could withdraw from China’s influence if he needed to
(RFA, 2016). Thus, Cambodia is seen as uncooperative and selfish by the foreign academics
and media. Yet again, Cambodian intellectuals do not agree with the criticism. Var (2015) and
Leng (2014) supported Cambodia’s position with China. Var (2015) stated that by upholding
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neutrality on the South China Sea issue, Cambodia is serving the interests of ASEAN. Leng
(2014) supported Cambodia’s stance in the conflict and said that balancing between China
and ASEAN as a whole was the wisest decision. Phoak (2015), however, criticized the
blaming of Cambodia and stated that blaming Cambodia was not the solution and doubted the
results would have differed should another country have dealt with the matter.
Yet, despite the controversy surrounding Cambodia’s position with China regarding the South
China Sea conflict, there are signs that the Cambodia-China relations have not made the
situation worse. The conflict was once seen as a potential flashpoint by analysts (Thayer,
2009); however, Weissman noted that the handling of the South China Sea conflict serves as
an example of successful conflict prevention (Weissmann, 2010). Among the factors, what he
attributed to this success was building personal relationships with ASEAN leaders and China
accepting the ASEAN Way. Despite this optimistic view, Kosandi (2014) challenged this
view and stated that ASEAN’s success was minor and insufficient, although he did note that
the dispute did not affect economic cooperation between ASEAN and China.
Therefore, it can be seen that opinions are divided regarding Cambodia’s relations with the
China in the context of the South China Sea. Cambodia’s relations with China are seen as
both positive and negative to the country itself and to ASEAN. Opinions also diverge on
whether Cambodia’s position is self-serving or whether it also serves the interests of ASEAN
too. This divergence of ideas between foreign academics and Cambodian academics reveals a
lot about the perspective of academics and the media, but do not reveal the opinions of
Cambodian people. All the literature mentioned focuses on the macro-level of analysis, and
does not analyze the individual level. Thus, this study attempts to fill this knowledge gap and
explore how Cambodians view the current relationship between Cambodia and China in the
context of the South China Sea. It intends to explore how Cambodians perceive China’s
influence, Cambodia’s relationship with China compared to ASEAN, and Cambodia’s foreign
policy choices. Through this study, the effects of Cambodia-China relations can be quantified
and evaluated. It also aims to provide a quantitative analysis at the individual level of
international relations (IR). The main question this study intends to answer how the
relationship between Cambodia and China affects ASEAN in the South China Sea dispute. It
seeks to test if Cambodians see the relationship between Cambodia and China as not only
beneficial to Cambodia, but also beneficial to ASEAN.
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II. Research Methodology
In this chapter, the methods employed to conduct the research will be shown. This chapter
will include the method for data gathering procedure, population, sample size, sample
sampling technique, research tool, and statistical analysis. This study uses primary data to
answer the research questions.
1. Data gathering procedure
This study used a quantitative approach and was also a cross-sectional study covering the
focus group. The research tool to gather data was a questionnaire. The purpose of the
questionnaire was to understand the perception of University of Cambodia students on
“Cambodia and China relations toward the South China Sea dispute”, and the questionnaire
was divided into two parts. Part one surveys demographic information and part two comprises
statements under different categories such as economy/trade, conflict management, foreign
policy, geopolitics and benefits Cambodia receives in the context of the South China Sea
dispute.

The questionnaire was designed based on the available literature reviewed and the research
questions formulated. After the first draft was completed, two professors were sought for their
feedback. One professor was an expert in research methodology, and another was an expert in
International Relations. Based on the feedback, the first draft underwent revision and a second
draft was formulated. This second draft was checked by peers to ensure clarity of information.
Feedback from the peers led to another round of revisions. The third revision was piloted with
10 Master degree students from Techo Sen School of Government and International
Relations, and minor typing errors were corrected. The next revision was checked again by
peers before being finalized. Once the final version was created, another round of test surveys
was done on 10 students. The data from these 10 students were used to test the SPSS analysis.
When the SPSS analysis was found to be sound and applicable, real data collection was
conducted.

A total of 316 students were surveyed. These students came from 11 different class sessions
selected at random. The researchers requested permission and assistance from the class
lecturers at The University of Cambodia. The class lecturers devoted some time for
conducting the survey and collected the survey for the researcher at the end of the class. The
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language used in the survey was in English and Khmer to ensure that all students fully
understood the statements. After the survey was administered, the number of surveys returned
for analysis was 292, equalling 92% of the desired population sample. After the surveys were
collected, data was entered and analysed using SPSS 23 software.

1.1. Population

The University of Cambodia (UC) is one of the universities in Cambodia that provides
courses in International Relations. According to the Office for Student Academic Affair in
term three, the total amount of students in the university is 1495. This number comprises
undergraduate and postgraduate students and does not include students studying other
programs provided by UC such as its Center for English Studies in term three. For this reason,
the number of undergraduate and postgraduate students serves as the population size of the
study.

1.2. Sample size

The total population of this study was one thousand and four hundred and ninety five (1495)
students. However, a sample from that population was selected in order to ensure practicality.
In order to meet the demands of practicality and reliability, the population sample needed to
fulfil had a 95% level of confidence and 5% error margin. Based on these criteria, the sample
size formula employed was calculated as below:

n

N
1495
1495
1495
2
2

 316
1  Ne
1  (1495)(0.05)
1  3.73 4.73

N= total population; n=sample size; e=error
Therefore, based on the calculation, the sample size of this study is 316 students.
1.3. Sample sampling techniques
The sample sampling techniques (SST) was used to select the respondents in this study. As of
the time of the study, there were nine weekday classes and six weekend classes for
undergraduate and graduate students. Out of these classes, 11 were conveniently selected for
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the survey, and the total students surveyed equalled 316. However, the research was able to
obtain 292 responses from students for analysis.

1.4. Questionnaire design
The questionnaire was designed into two parts. The first part covered demographical
information in order to provide some background about the respondents. The second part
covered the theme of the research and was divided into five subsections.
In the first part, demographic information included sex, age, marital status, occupation, birth
of place, religion, monthly income, studying time, and study major. Each item either provided
a range of choices for students to choose from, or had a blank for students to fill in.
In the second part, statements were categorized into different categories in the following
order: economic/trade, conflict management, geopolitics, foreign policy, and benefits of
Cambodia in the context of the South China Sea dispute. A Likert scale measurement was
provided to respondents, so they could evaluate their opinions on the statements provided in
the survey. The measurements ranged from 1 to 5, of which 1 equalled strongly disagree and
5 meant strongly agree.
In total, there were forty eight items used to explore students’ perceptions on Cambodia’s
relations with China. These forty eight items were grouped into different subsections.
Subsection A, covering economics/trade had 13 items. Subsection B, which covered conflict
management, had eleven items. Subsection C, which was related to geopolitics, had six items.
Subsection D, which covered perception on foreign policy had seven items. As for Subsection
E, this section covered benefits Cambodia received and had eleven items

1.5. Statistical analysis of data
To analyse the data, descriptive statistics was used. The percentage of frequencies, and the
mean values were calculated. The software used to operate all these calculations was SPSS
version 23.0. A Cronbach’s alpha test was also done on the data to ensure reliability of the
data. The overall score on the Cronbach’s alpha test was 0.83. This makes the questionnaire
answers reliable on more than 80% of the sample.
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III. Findings and Discussion
1. Demographic information
1.1. Gender and age range
The number of male students (55%) slightly exceeds that of female students (45%). However,
this may be a result of available students at the time of the study, and does not affect the
representativeness of the sample population. An overwhelming number of respondents are
aged 18 to 24 (see Table 1 below). As the age range progresses, the number of students
decrease. This age composition is reflective of university studies, where a majority of students
are young adults.

Table 1: Gender and age range of the respondents
Categories
Gender

Age

Features

Frequency

Percentage

Male

155

55

Female

127

45

18 – 24

229

78.4

25 – 31

42

14.4

32 – 38

7

2.4

39 – 44

3

1.0

45 and above

1

0.3

1.2. Education
A significant number of students are undergraduate students, and the number decreases as the
level of education progresses. In fact, graduate students comprise less than 15% of the sample
population (see Table 2).

Table 2: Educational background of the respondents
Educational Background

Percentage

Bachelor’s

85.6

Master’s

11.3

PhD

2.1
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1.3. General findings
In general students are neutral regarding Cambodia’s current relations with China. However, a
majority agree that the current relationship with China is beneficial, while many disagreed
that the current relationship is helpful to conflict management in the South China Sea dispute.
Respondents were neutral on issues such as economy/trade, geopolitics, and foreign policy. A
study of each sector reveals that the students views of Cambodia’s relationship with China is
generally positive, and that view can vary according to gender, and educational background
2. Analysis by sector
2.1. Perceptions on economy/trade
Regarding the perceptions of students on economy and trade, students have a positive view in
general. They believe the current relations can increase trade with China and will not
decrease trade with Vietnam, the Philippines, Malaysia, and Brunei.

They agree that

Cambodia needs investment from China. While neutral on several issues, after separating the
neutral responses, students expressed agreement and strong agreement on issues such as
boosting economic growth in Southeast Asia, strengthening trade cooperation among
ASEAN members, not affecting Cambodia’s trade with EU, and needing investment with
China. The negative comments from students include lost investment opportunities with the
conflicting parties in ASEAN, the US, and Japan. They also see that ASEAN and China may
use their economic aid to influence Cambodia.
2.2. Perceptions on conflict management
Regarding conflict management in the South China Sea dispute, students see the relationship
with China as having a negative effect. However, they do not believe that Cambodia’s
relationship with China will lead to an armed conflict in the region. Yet they do not see the
relationship as bringing peace and stability either. They disagree that Cambodia’s relations
with China will bring a win-win solution to the conflicting parties, minimize the dispute,
prevent future wars, enable Cambodia to play as mediator, and use the relations as a model
for conflict resolution. They also see a threat in China’s rise. They believe the rise will affect
conflict resolution mechanisms in the dispute, and can cause internal conflict in ASEAN.
However, while most are neutral regarding US involvement in the South China Sea Conflict,
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students who agree and strongly agree on conflict management believe the dispute can be
resolved without US involvement.
2.3. Perceptions on geopolitics
Regarding geopolitics, Cambodian students see the importance of geography in the current
situation. They believe Cambodia’s location at the center of Southeast Asia is the reason
China has relations with Cambodia. Furthermore, this convenient location makes Cambodia
important for trade in ASEAN, and links the countries together. They believe both China and
ASEAN respect Cambodia’s right to making political decisions within the country. They also
believe Cambodia must have good relations with both China and ASEAN.
2.4. Perceptions on foreign policy
Cambodian students are supportive of Cambodia’s neutral stance regarding the South China
Sea dispute, and believe this stance is consistent with ASEAN’s norms. They do not believe
this position will lead it to expulsion from ASEAN. However, they are neutral on whether
Cambodia’s relationship with China can strengthen cooperation with the ASEAN
community. Even when splitting the opinions between those who either agreed/strongly
agreed against those who disagreed/strongly disagreed, the opinions were almost evenly split
at 26.45 and 24.6% respectively. They think that this stance may affect Cambodia’s relations
with Vietnam, and may lead to political and diplomatic pressure. Yet they also believe that
Cambodia must have good relations with each other to strengthen their bond.
2.5. Perceptions on benefits for Cambodia
According to Cambodian students, Cambodia receives benefits from her relationship with
China in terms of infrastructure development, human resources development, military
capability, the number of exports to China, receiving more unconditional aid, and low interest
loans. They are neutral regarding whether China’s aid can shield Cambodia against Western
pressure, with those on both sides of the spectrum almost evenly split. Those who strongly
agreed/agreed consisted of 29.6% while those who disagreed/strongly disagreed consisted of
28.5%. The students were also neutral concerning whether China’s aid improves good
governance. However, by cancelling neutral responses, it was found that more Cambodian
students agreed China helps improve good governance. Regarding democracy, Cambodian
students were neutral but cancelling neutral responses reveal that more students agreed that
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Cambodia’s relations with China affects democracy. As for negative responses, Cambodian
students believe that Cambodia is too dependent on aid from China.
3. Analysis by gender
To measure whether there was a difference between the responses of males and females, an
independent T-test was run and all items except 3 can be assumed to have equal variances.
This allows for a good comparison between male and female respondents. In general, males
agreed more than females regarding Cambodia’s relationship in general. However, female
respondents were more likely to view Cambodia’s relations with China as affecting trade
with other ASEAN countries, harming the free flow of goods in the region, and impacting
trade with the EU. However, they also viewed the relations as a cause for boosting economic
growth in the region, inducing other ASEAN nations, the US, and Japan to invest in
Cambodia. More female respondents believed that Cambodia needed investment from
ASEAN and that ASEAN could use economic aid to influence Cambodia.

Female respondents were also more positive than their counterparts regarding conflict
management. More of them agreed that Cambodia’s relations with China could pacify and
stabilize the region, minimize the dispute, and prevent wars. Their views on foreign policy
were consistent with this stance as more of them believed Cambodia’s current relations with
China could strengthen cooperation in ASEAN. Furthermore, they were more likely to report
that Cambodia’s relations with China could help protect Cambodia from Western pressure,
and also believed China could help improve good governance.

In short, both genders have similar views. However, female respondents saw more
opportunities in trade, and conflict resolution than their male counterparts. Apart from
trade/economy and conflict resolution, males held more positive views about all other factors
such as geopolitics, foreign affairs, and benefits. This divergence of view on trade/economy
and conflict resolution is a pattern that may require an in-depth study on how women differ
from men in terms of foreign policy affairs.
IV. Conclusion
In general Cambodians have a positive view of Cambodia’s relations with China, and
Cambodia’s neutral stance. However, they hold some reservations regarding China’s
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contribution towards democracy, and Cambodia’s aid dependence. They also view that the
relationship with China may affect trade with the US and Japan, and may even harm relations
with neighboring countries. This may imply that Cambodian students prefer a balanced and
pragmatic approach to foreign policy. They also perceive Cambodia as susceptible to outside
influence, and believe all relationships require reciprocity. In other words, this paper proves
the hypothesis that a section of the Cambodian population support Cambodia’s stance and
even see this stance as consistent with ASEAN norms.

The implication for this study is that Cambodians hold a pragmatic view regarding foreign
affairs. They see all relations have benefits and drawbacks. For this reason, they view
maintain good relations with the US, Japan, the EU, and ASEAN as equally important. They
are also aware of the potential influence exerted by all countries who have a relationship with
Cambodia. With everything being equal, all nations will try to induce Cambodia to acting in
favor of their respective interests through aid. This reciprocal relationship seems to be viewed
as a part of international relations, and the pursuit of national interests is normal. This attitude
could explain why respondents acknowledged both the benefits and cost of aid dependence. It
also explains why respondents are concerned about China’s rise, but also believes the South
China Sea dispute can be resolved without US involvement.

Further research is recommended regarding the differing gender-based attitudes towards
foreign policy. This kind of research will provide a truly unique perspective in IR, and may
provide useful insights on the individual level of analysis of IR such as how gender
differences can reflect differing views in current issues such as ASEAN and the South China
Sea dispute. It also provides a framework to examine the current norms, which were created
in a male-dominated world. Such a study may provide useful insights on how to manage
current problems differently.

In short, the study shows that a sample of Cambodians holds a nuanced view of foreign
relations, and the views of academics do not necessarily represent the views of the general
populace. However, the validity of expert views versus the views of the population regarding
international relations deserves another study, and is not the focus of this study. The focus of
this study is how the public views the current relations, and based on the views of the
respondents compared to the view of experts, it can be seen that the public is perceptive of
the current relations, and understanding their views on IR issues is well-deserved.
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Appendix A
កម្រងសំណួរ
Questionnaire
ទស្សន ស្តីពទ
ី ំនាក់ទំនងរវាងកមពុជា និងចន
ិ ចំព

ោះជព្លោះស្មុរទចន
ិ ខាងត្បង
ូ

Perception on Cambodia-China Relations toward the South China Sea Dispute
ការណែនាំ: ការស្ិការាវរជាវពនោះព ម
ើ បស្
ី ិ កាណស្វងយល់ អំពី "ការយល់ពឃើញរបស្់និស្ិសត្នន

ស្កលវទាល័
យកមពុជាពលើទនា
ំ ក់ទន
ំ ងរវាងរបពទស្កមពុជា
ិ

និងរបពទស្ចិនចំព ោះបញ្ហាជព្លោះ

ស្មុរទចិនខាងត្បូង” ។ ស្ូ មពោក ពោករស្ី អនកនាង កញ្ហា បំពពញនូវករមងស្ំ ែួរណ ល្ន ូច
ខាងពរកាម ព

យ
័ ្
៌ នទំងឡាយរបស្់ ពោកអនកនង
ើ រាល់ ពត្
ឹ រត្ូវរកាការស្ំ ងាត្់ ។ ពៅពពលអនកបាន

បំពពញករមងស្ំ ែួរពនោះចប់ ស្ូ មបញ្ជូ នករមងស្ំ ែួរពនោះរត្ឡប់ពៅពោក គង់ ពមត្តត ។ របស្ិនពបើអនក
្នស្ំ ែួរ ស្ូ មពមត្តតទក់ទងគាត្់ត្តមពលខទូរស្័ពទ ០៦៩ ៣៩១ ៣១៦ ឬក៏ត្តមរយៈអុណី ម៉ែល
kongmatta2017@gmail.com. ស្ូ មអរគុែ។

ណផនកទី១ (Part I): របជាាស្តស្ត (Demography)
ពភទ (Sex):

របុស្ (Male): ⎕

អាយុ (Age):

………………...

រស្ី (Female): ⎕

ាានភាពរគួារ (Marital status): ពៅលីវ (Single) ⎕
ណលងលោះ (Divorced) ⎕

ព

ពរៀបការ (Married)

ោះ្៉ែយ ឬ ពម្៉ែយ (Widow/Widower)

⎕

⎕

ពផសងៗ (Other) ⎕ …………………
ករមត្
ិ វបបធម៌ (Educational background) :បរញ្ហ
ិ ា បរត្ (Bachelor)
⎕បរញ្ហ
ព ់ (Master) ⎕
ិ ា បរត្ជាន់ខស្

បែិឌ ត្ (Ph.D.) ⎕

មុខរបរ (Occupation): ការងារពពញព្៉ែង (Full time job)⎕ ការងារពរៅព្៉ែង (Part Time job)
ទក
ី ណនលកំពែើត្ (Place of Birth) :
ាស្នា (Religion):

⎕

……………………………

រពោះពុទធ (Buddhist)⎕

អុា
ី ល ម (Muslim) ⎕

រគឹស្តាស្នា (Christian) ⎕ ពផសងៗ (Others):…………………

របាក់ចែ
ំ ូ លរបចំណខ (Monthly Income):
ពពលស្ិកា (Studying time):

……………………………

នងៃធមមត្ត (Week days)⎕

មុខវជា
ិ ជ (Major): ………………………………..
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ចុងស្បាត

៍ (Weekend)

⎕

ណផនកទ២
ី (Part II) ៖ ករមងរបពោគ (Statements)
ស្ូ មអានករមងរបពោគខាងពរកាមពនោះ ពត្ើអក
ន យល់ រស្ប ឬមន
ិ យល់រស្បនឹងរបពោគទំងអស្់ពនោះ
ករមត្
ិ ណា? ស្ូ មគូស្រងវងព់ លើករមត្
ិ ្រត្ដ្ឋានពី ពលខ ១ ល់ ពលខ ៥ ណ ល ៖
១= មន
ំ ណាស្់ ២=មន
ិ យល់ រស្បខាលង
ិ យល់ រស្ប ៣=អពារកិត្ ៤=យល់រស្ប

៥=យល់រស្បខាលង
ំ ណាស្់ (Please read statements below, how much do you agree with the
statements below? Circle the number that best fits your idea)
1= strongly disagree, 2= disagree, 3= Neutral, 4= agree, 5= strongly agree
A. Perception on Economy/Trade
1.

ទំនាក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពុជានង
ិ ចន
ិ អាចបពងកើន

ែិជជកមមកមពុជាជាមួយនង
ិ

1 2 3 4 5

របពទស្ចិន Cambodia-China relations can increase Cambodia’s trade
with China
2.

ទំនាក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពុជា នង
ិ ចិនអាចកាត្់បនាយ

ែិជជកមពុជាជាមួយ

របពទស្ស្្គមន៍របជាជាត្ិអាស្ុី អាពគនយ៍ ូចជារបពទស្ពវៀត្ណាម

1 2 3 4 5

វីលីពីន

្៉ែពឡស្ុី នង
ិ របពទស្របរុយពែ។ Cambodia-China relations can decrease
Cambodia’s trade with ASEAN countries such as: Vietnam, Philippine,
Malaysia, and Brunei
3.

ទំនាក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពុជា នង
ា ច
ិ របពទស្ចិនអាចបពងកើនពស្ ក
ិ ច

1 2 3 4 5

ទំនាក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពុជា និងចិនអាចប៉ែោះ

1 2 3 4 5

ពៅអាស្ុ ី អាពគនយ៍ Cambodia-China relations can boost economic growth
in Southeast Asia
4.

ល់ លំ

ូរទំនិញពដ្ឋយពស្រ ី

ពៅកនុងត្ំបន់ស្្គមន៍របជាជាត្អា
ិ ស្ុ ី អាពគនយ៍ Cambodia-China relations
can harm free flow of goods in ASEAN
5.

ការពកើនពឡើងពស្ ាកិចរច បស្់របពទស្ចិនអាចជួយពរងឹងកិចស្
ច

របត្ិបត្តិការ

1 2 3 4 5

ែិជជកមមកុ ងចំ
ន ពណាមស្្ជក
ិ ននស្្គមន៍របជាជាត្អា
ិ ស្ុ ី អាពគនយ៍
China’s economic rise can strengthen the trade cooperation among
ASEAN members
6.

ភាគីទំនាស្់ ទង
ំ បួនននស្្គមន៍របជាជាត្ិអាស្ុ ី អាពគនយ៍ (ពវៀត្ណាម

1 2 3 4 5

វីលីពីន ឥែូ ឌ ពនស្ុ ី និង របរូយពែរ) ចង់វន
ិ ិពោគពៅកមពុជា

ពដ្ឋយារណត្របពទស្កមពុជា្នទំនាក់ទំនងលអជាមួយរបពទស្ចន
ិ Four
ASEAN conflicting parties (Vietnam, Philippine, Indonesia and Brunei)
in South China Sea will want to invest in Cambodia because of
Cambodia-China relation
7.

ទំនាក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពុជា នង
ិ ចិននង
ឹ ពធវឲ្
ើ យប៉ែោះ
រវាងរបពទស្កមពុជា និងស្

ល់ ពៅពលើ

ែិជជកមម

គមន៍អឺរប
៉ែុ Cambodia-China relation will give
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1 2 3 4 5

8.

9.

the negative impact on Cambodia-EU trade
. ក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា និងចិននឹងផតល់ឪកាស្ ល់ស្
ទំនា
ុ

រ ា

អាពមរកព
ិ ពិ ោគពៅកមពុជា Cambodia-China relation will give
ើ បពធវ
ិ ម
ី វើ ន
opportunity for United States to invest in Cambodia
. ក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា និងចិននឹងផតល់ឱកាស្ ល់របពទស្
ទំនា
ុ

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

ជប៉ែុនព ើមបពី ធវវើ ន
ិ ពិ ោគពៅកមពុជា Cambodia-China relation will give
opportunity for Japan to invest in Cambodia

10. របពទស្កមពជារត្ូវការវន
ិ ពិ ោគទន់ពីរបពទស្ចន
ិ Cambodia needs investment
ុ
from China
11. របពទស្កមពជារត្ូវការវន
ិ ិពោគទន់ពីរបពទស្ននស្្គមន៍របជាជាត្ិអាស្ុី អាពគន
ុ

1 2 3 4 5

12. របពទស្ជាស្្ជិកននស្្គមន៍របជាជាត្ិអាស្ុី អាពគនយព៍ ផសងពទៀត្ពរបើរបាស្់

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

យ៍ Cambodia needs investment from other ASEAN nations

ជំនយ
ួ ពស្ ក
ា ិចចកុ ងការបញ្ច
ន
ែងរបស្់ ខួ ន
ល
ី
ុ ោះបញ្ចូ លកមពុជាព ើមបស្ពរមចពគាលបំ
Other ASEAN countries use its economic aid to persuade Cambodia to
follow its goals
13. របពទស្ចិនពរបរើ បាស្់ ជន
ំ ួយពស្ ក
ា ច
ល ុ ងការបញ្ចុ ោះបញ្ចូ លកមពុជាព ម
ើ បី
ិ រច បស្់ ខួ នកន

1 2 3 4 5

ស្ពរមចពគាលបំែងរបស្់ ខួ ន
ល China uses its economic aid to persuade
Cambodia follow its goal

B. Perception on Conflict Management
14. ទំនាក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា នងចនអាចនាំឲ្យ្នទំនាស្់របដ្ឋប់អាវុធ
ិ ិ
ុ

1 2 3 4 5

15. ទំនាក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា និងចិនអាចនាំមកពៅស្នតិភាព និងពស្ារភាព
ុ

1 2 3 4 5

16. ទំនាក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា នងចនអាចនាំមកពៅ ំពណាោះរាយឈ្នោះៗ
ិ ិ
ុ

1 2 3 4 5

ពៅកនុងទំនាស្់ ស្មុរទចិនខាងត្បង
ូ Cambodia-China relation can lead to
armed conflict in South China Sea
ពៅកនុងត្ំបន់កុ ងទំ
ន នាស្់ ស្មុរទចិនខាងត្បង
ូ Cambodia-China relation can
bring peace and stability in region on the South China Sea dispute
ចំព

ោះស្្ជិកននទំនាស្់ របស្់ ស្្គមន៍របជាជាត្អា
៍ ុ ងជព្
ន
ល ោះ
ិ ស្ុ ី អាពគនយក

ស្មុរទចិនខាងត្បង
ូ Cambodia-China relation can bring a win-win
solution to the disputing members in ASEAN on South China Sea
17. ទំនាក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា នង
ិ ចិនអាចបនាយទំនាស្់ ពៅត្ំបន់
ុ

1 2 3 4 5

18. ទំនាក់ទំនងរបពទស្កមពជា នង
ិ ចន
ិ អាចទប់ាកត្់មន
ិ ពអាយ្នស្ស្តងាគម
ុ

1 2 3 4 5

ទក់ទងនឹងទំនាស្់ ស្មុរទចិនខាងត្បង
ូ Cambodia-China relations can
minimize the dispute in the region regarding to the South China Sea
conflict
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ពៅត្ំបន់ស្មុរទចន
Cambodia-China relations
ិ ខាងត្បងពៅពពលអនាគត្
ូ
can prevent future wars in the South China Sea
19. របពទស្កមពជាអាចព រើ ត្ួនាទជា
ី អនកស្រមបស្រមួលកនុងការពដ្ឋោះរាយទំនាស្់
ុ

1 2 3 4 5

20. ពស្ ក
ា ច
ច
ិ ច នង
ិ កិចស្

1 2 3 4 5

ស្មុរទចន
ិ ខាងត្បង
ូ Cambodia can play as a mediator to solve the South
China Sea dispute
របត្ិបត្តកា
ូ យ
ួ
ិ ររវាងរបពទស្កមពុជា នង
ិ ចន
ិ អាចជាគំរម

កនុងការពដ្ឋោះរាយទំនាស្់ពៅកនុងទំនាស្់ ស្មុរទចិនខាងត្បង
ូ CambodiaChina economic and cooperation can be a model for conflict resolution
in the South China Sea

21. ការពងប
ើ ពឡង
ើ ននរបពទស្ចិនអាចគំរាមគំណ

ងស្នតស្
ិ ុ ខកនុងត្ំបន់ទក់ទងពៅនង
ឹ

1 2 3 4 5

ទំនាស្់ ស្មុរទចន
ិ ខាងត្បង
ូ The rise of China can threaten security in the
region on South China Sea dispute

22. ការពកន
ា ិចរច បស្់ របពទស្ចិនអាច្នឥទធព
ើ ពឡង
ើ ននពស្ ក
ិ លកនុងការអនុវត្តន៍

1 2 3 4 5

23. ទំនាក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា និងចិនអាចបណា
ត លឲ្យ្នទំនាស្់ នផទកុ ងនន
ន
ុ

1 2 3 4 5

24. ការពដ្ឋោះរាយទំនាស្់ចំព

1 2 3 4 5

យនតការពដ្ឋោះរាយទំនាស្់កុ ងជ
ន ំពោោះស្មុរទចិនខាងត្បង
ូ China’s economic
rise may affect the implementation of conflict resolution mechanisms in
the South China Sea
ស្្ជក
ិ របស្់ ស្្គមន៍របជាជាត្អា
ិ ស្ុ ី អាពគនយ៍ Cambodia-China relations
can cause internal dispute among ASEAN members
ោះជព្លោះស្មុរទចន
ិ ខាងត្បងអាចពដ្ឋោះរាយបាន
ូ

រាបណាគាមនការចូលរួមពីស្ រ អា
ា ពមរក
ិ The South China Sea conflict
can be resolved without US involvement
C. Perception on Geopolitics
25. របពទស្ច
.
ិនពរជើស្ពរស្របពទស្កមព
ើ
ុ ជាជាន គូពពី រ

ោះណត្របពទស្កមពុជាស្ាិត្ពៅចំ

កណា
ត លននត្ំបន់អាស្ុី ភាគខាងពកើត្ China chooses Cambodia as
partnership because it is located at the center of Southeast Asia
26. ទីត្ត2ង
ំ ភូមា
ិ ស្តស្តរបស្់របពទស្កមពុជាគឺ្នារស្ំ ខាន់ស្រ្ប់ ែិជជកមម

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

កមពុជារបស្់ ស្្គមន៍របជាជាត្ិអាស្ុ ី អាពគនយព៍ ៅកនុងត្ំបន់ Cambodia’s
location is important for ASEAN trade in the region

27. ទីត្តង
ំ ភូមា
ន
ជ ប់ពៅ
ិ ស្តស្តរបស្់របពទស្កមពុជា គឺ្នារស្ំ ខាន់កុ ងការផារភា

1 2 3 4 5

28. របពទស្កមពជារត្ូវការទំនាក់ទំនងលអជាមួយនឹងរបពទស្ជាស្្ជិក នទពទៀត្
ុ

1 2 3 4 5

នង
ឹ របពទស្កនុងត្ំបន់អាស្ុ ី អាពគនយ៍ Cambodia’s location is important to link
Southeast Asia countries in the region
ននស្្គមន៍របជាជាត្អា
ិ ស្ុ ី អាពគនយ៍ Cambodia needs good relations with
other ASEAN members
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29. របពទស្ចិនពគារពស្ិទរិធ បស្់រដ្ឋាភបា
ិ លកមពុជាកនុងការស្ពរមចចិត្ពត លើទស្
ិ ពៅ

1 2 3 4 5

30. របពទស្ជាស្្ជិកននស្្គមន៍របជាជាត្អា
ិ ស្ុ ី អាពគនយព៍ គារពស្ិទិរធ បស្់

1 2 3 4 5

នពោបាយរបស្់ ខួ ន
ល China respects the Cambodian government’s right to
decide on the country’s political destiny
រដ្ឋាភបា
ល ASEAN
ិ លកមពុជាកនុងការស្ពរមចចិត្ពត លើទិស្ពៅនពោបាយរបស្់ ខួ ន
respects the Cambodian government’s right to decide on the country’s
political destiny

D. Perception on Foreign Policy
31. ទំនា1ក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា នង
ិ ចិនអាចពរងឹងកិចចស្
ុ

របត្ប
ិ ត្តកា
ិ រជាមួយ

ស្ គមន៍អាារន Cambodia-China relations can strengthen cooperation
within ASEAN community
32. ជំ 2រអពារកិត្របស្់ របពទស្កមពជាពលើបញ្ហាទំនាស្់ស្មុរទចិនខាងត្បង
ុ
ូ
គឈ្
ឺ រពលើធមមនុញ្ា និងរកមរបស្់ស្្គមន៍អាារន Cambodia’s neutral
position on the South China Seas dispute is consistent with ASEAN’s
norms and constitution
33. របពទស្កមព
3
ម
ិ
ើ បី
ិ ចន
ិ រត្ូវណត្្នទំនាក់ទំនងលអជាមួយគានពៅវញពៅមកព
ុ ជា នង

ពរងង
ឹ ការទូត្ ពគាលនពោបាយការបរពទស្ និងកិចចស្ របត្ិបត្តិការអនតរជាត្ិ
Cambodia and China must have good relations with each other in order
to strengthen their diplomacy, foreign policy and international
cooperation.
34. ទំនា5ក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា នងចនអាចពធវឲ្យណបកបាក់ចំែងមត្ភា
ិ ិ
ើ
ិ ត ពរវាង
ុ
របពទស្កមពុជា និងពវៀត្ណាមទក់ទងពៅនឹងជព្លោះស្មុរទចិនខាងត្បង
ូ
Cambodia-China relations can break down Cambodia’s friendship with
Vietnam on the South China Sea dispute
35. ទំនា6ក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា នង
ត លឲ្យ្នស្ំ ធ
ិ ចិនអាចបណា
ុ
នពោបាយ និងការទូត្ពីរបពទស្ពវៀត្ណាមចំព ោះជំ ររបស្់ កមពុជាទក់ទង

ជព្លោះស្មុរទចន
ិ ខាងត្បង
ូ Cambodia-Cambodia-China relations can result
in political and diplomatic pressures from Vietnam because of the South
China Sea dispute
36. ជំ 7រអពារកិត្របស្់ កមពជាចំព ោះបញ្ហាស្មុរទចន
យ ៏
ិ ខាងត្បងគ
ឺ ជំពរស្មួ
ើ
ុ
ូ ជា

រត្ម
ឹ រត្ូវស្រ្ប់កមពុជា Cambodia’s neutral stance towards South China
Sea dispute is the right choice
37. របពទស្ស្្ជ
8
ិកអាារនពផសងពទៀត្នឹងចង់ឲ្យកមពុជាចកពចញពីស្្គមន៍ពនោះ
ពដ្ឋយារណត្កមពុជា្នទំនាក់ទំនងលអរបស្់ កមពុជាជាមួយចិន Other ASEAN
members will want Cambodia to leave ASEAN because of Cambodia’s
good relations with China
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1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

E. Perception on Benefit of Cambodia
38. ទំនា9ក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា និង ចិនគឺជយ
ួ ឲ្យរបពទស្កមពុជាអភវិ ឌ្ឍន៍ពលើ
ុ
ព

1 2 3 4 5

ដ្ឋារចនាស្មពន
័ រធ បស្់ របពទស្ ូចជា ការកាងវារអគគ
ី ស្
ិ នី ការាងផលូវងនល់

នង
ិ ាពនជាព ើម Cambodia-China relations can make Cambodia able to
improve infrastructure development such hydroelectricity, roads, bridges.
1 2 3 4 5
39. ទំនា0ក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា នង
ិ ចិនអាចបពងកើនជំនួយបណនាមពទៀត្ពរី បពទស្
ុ
ចន
ត លធនធានមនុស្សរបស្់ របពទស្កមពុជា Cambodiaិ កនុងការបែុ ត ោះបណា
China relation can increase China’s aid for human resources in
Cambodia
40. ទំនាក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា នង
ំ ញ
ិ ចិនអាចជួយពរងឹងស្មត្ាភាព និងជនា
ុ

1 2 3 4 5

ណផនកពោធា ល់កងទ័ពកមពុជា Cambodia-China relation can strengthen
Cambodia’s military capability and competency

41. ទំនាក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា នង
ិ ចិនជួយកមពុជាកនុងការកាត្់បនាយស្ំ
ុ

ធ

1 2 3 4 5

នពោបាយ និងបញ្ហាស្ិទិម
ធ នុស្សពីរបពទស្ពោកខាងលិច Cambodia-China
relation help Cambodia from Western’s political and human right
pressure

42. ទំនាក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា និងចិនអាចពរងឹងអភបា
ច អ ល់
ិ លកិចល
ុ

1 2 3 4 5

43. ទំនាក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា នងចនអាចបពងកន
ើ ការនាំពចញផលិត្ផលពី
ិ ិ
ុ

1 2 3 4 5

44. ទំនាក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា នងចនអាចជួយបពងកើនជំនយ
ួ បណនាមពទៀត្ពី
ិ ិ
ុ

1 2 3 4 5

45. ទំនាក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា នងចនអាចកាត្់បនាយលទធរបជាធបពត្យយ
ិ ិ
ិ
ិ
ុ

1 2 3 4 5

46. ទំនាក់ទំនងរវាងរបពទស្កមពជា នង
ិ ចិនអាចជួយបពងកើនរបាក់កមចព
ី រី បពទស្ចន
ិ
ុ

1 2 3 4 5

របពទស្កមពុជា Cambodia-China relation can improve good governance in
Cambodia
របពទស្កមពុជាពៅរបពទស្ចន
ិ Cambodia-China relation can increase
Cambodia’s export to China

របពទស្ចិនពដ្ឋយគាមនលកខខែឌ Cambodia-China relation can improve
China’s aid to Cambodia without conditions
ពៅកមពុជា Cambodia-China relation decrease democracy in Cambodia

ពដ្ឋយអរត្តការរបាក់ទប Cambodia-China relation can increase loan from
China with low interest
47. របពទស្កមពជាពង
ំ យ
ួ នង
ឹ ណផអកពរចើនណាស្់ ពៅពលើជន
ិ របាក់កមចព
ី ី របពទស្ចន
ិ
ុ

1 2 3 4 5

ពរចើនពពក Cambodia depends too much on China’s aid and loan

48. ស្មពន
័ ភា
ធ ពណផនកនពោបាយ និងទំនាក់ទំនងការទូត្រវាងរបពទស្កមពុជា និងចិន
គអា
ឺ ច្នផលប៉ែោះ

ល់ ល់ កមពុជាកនុងការអនុវត្តនព៍ គាលការែ៍លទធរិ បជាធប
ិ

ពត្យយពៅកមពុជារយ:ពពលយូរអណងវង Cambodia-China on political alliance
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1 2 3 4 5

and diplomacy is harmful in implementation of democracy principles in
Cambodia in the long term

មត្ិពោបល់ (Comment)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………...

ស្ូ មអរគុែ (Thank you).
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